
Elevate digital behavior insights 
with Quantum Metric Visible.

Quantum Metric Visible makes it easy for 

everyone, from executives to UX designers, to 

get quick answers about particular aspects of 

the experience. See site level metrics, heatmaps, 

top engaged elements, and more, right from a 

browser plugin. With Visible, improve access to 

data, increase efficiencies in digital design, and 

make faster, informed decisions for a better 

customer experience. 



Quantum Metric Visible evolves how

 you consume, share, and investigate 

digital performance.

 Understand customer behavior and patterns while 

seeing live conversion and engagement metric overlays

 Visualize real-time insights into engagement and 

interactions with page elements, content, and 

conversions.

 See top site metrics without needing special reports, 

product expertise, or extra meetings. With one click, dive 

into the Quantum Metric platform for more insight.



Unleash the power of data with 
Quantum Metric Visible. 



Answers at your fingertips.

Empower everyone with insights. 

Enable everyone to view key information, from page 

metrics to heatmaps. Visible even shows conversion 

data to immediately track engagement performance. 

From executives to UX designers, anyone with a 

Quantum Metric license will have access to top-line 

data—on all domain pages, all the time.

Gain understanding on the fly. 

Identify performance investigations. 

No matter where you are, Quantum Metric data is easily 

accessible with a single click from a browser window, 

without spending time diving into the product. 

With findings from Visible, click into the full Quantum 

Metric platform to quickly investigate more data, fix 

issues, and optimize performance. 

Watch a recorded demo to see how testing platforms and  Quantum Metric 
combine for a better web and mobile experience .  quantummetric.com/product-tours

“I can be on a call with marketing, simply open the page we’re talking about and use Visible 

to see everything in real-time, from heatmaps, to scrollability, to where customers stop 

interacting, and the events triggered on the page. I can instantly share this insight while on 

the phone, rather than having to set up another meeting.”

Kasia Buttery—
Head of Digital Customer Experience, La Perla

https://www.quantummetric.com/product-tours

